
Dragon Quest: Legacy of the Lost Final Patch 

Story Related: 
- The final dungeons, “Temple of Earth”, “Temple of Flame”, “Temple of Water”, “Temple of 
Wind”, and “Saint’s Harbour” have been added. These story-related dungeons are only accessible 
after clearing the main game and are meant to be a challenge for the player.  
 
Gameplay Related: 
- The max level has been raised to 60.* 
- In battle, status changes on characters now cycle through if you have more than 2 buffs/debuffs cast 
on you. 
- Poison no longer lasts the entire battle. 
- Many monster stats (representative of their dropped gene) have increased. Monsters that were 
deemed too weak for effort obtained or too weak at all have had all stats increased.** 
- You can now change equipment in battle by pressing the “A” key on a character’s turn. 
- A new Olian specific trial, “Runic Ward”, has been added to the Dharma Temple. 
- The HP of many bosses has been lowered.  
- In accordance with the above change, many bosses’ stats have been increased. 
- Monsters in Esrarch, Yuria and Onyu now grant higher EXP points. 
- Each arena level now has a recommended level specified by the class name.  
- On the world map, red icons used to be random and mean nothing. Now they blink and indicate a 
shard left to find.  
 
Item Related: 
- A new category of weapons, “Monster Claws”, have been added. 
- It is possible to see a better comparison of weapons and armor in the shop window by hitting the 
shift key. 
- Attributes for many weapons and armor have changed. Two-handed weapons, in particular, have 
become noticeably stronger (to see changes, go to equipment list on main page. Changes are in red).  
- Text help for items now scroll if the description was too long. In accordance with this change, 
weapon and armor descriptions now display more information to the user. 
- Drop rates on most items have increased. A select few have decreased. 
- Most enemies drop more gold. 
- New post game equipment has been added. In accordance with this, new monster ingredients and 
recipes have been added. 
- Price of torches has been reduced from 400 gold to 220. 
- Drop rates on most Notorious Monster’s second item has increased to be no lower than 33% 



Skill Related: 
- All spells are now represented by an icon that depicts spell type and element. 
- Text help for spells now scroll if the description was too long.  
- All human characters learned several new abilities.  
- Two of Aldain’s abilities have changed: “Sizz -> Firewave” and “Rainslash > Fury”. 
- The following abilities changed in function/potency: Thordain, Thor’s Blade, Drain Magic, 
Frizzle, Kasizzle, Kacrackle, Kaboom, Flare, Blizzard, Blood Rite, Oomph, MegaMagic, HighJump, 
Ramming, Dodge, Sacrifice, Megaslash, Gigaslash, Darkbolt, Absolution, Opposition, Polarity, 
RockThrow, Evilslash, MPass, Mysticism, Absolute Zero, Thunder Roar. 
- Added a spell, “Teleport”, that takes you make to the Great Shrine regardless of location. 
- The following abilities now learned at different levels on Olian: Return Will, Detox, Envision, 
True Will, Purge. 
- Missing spells because you have an old version has been addressed with the “Skillset” items 
available in the Great Shrine if your file is deemed an old version.* 
- The “Oomph” spell is now just as strong as TwinHits.  
 
Other Changes: 
- The sprites for the main heroes (and a few other NPCs) have changed. 
- A new item, “Repellant”, and a new spell, “Repel”, was added to prevent monster encounters. 
- The achievement “The Ultimate Mage”, that required you to attain an essence of MegaMagic is no 
longer an achievement. Instead, the achievement is “The Ultimate Hunter” which requires you to 
defeat every notorious monster. This was done so that it is possible to get all achievements on any 
playthrough. 
- A NPC very early in the game was added to make mention of the “Who Needs the Church!?” 
achievement. 
- It is now harder to obtain Teal and Violet Medals. In addition, Metalys and Metabbles now run 
away at a higher frequency. 
- The monster, Dragos, now joins at level 8. 
- The brightness of tiles in the arena (present time) / treasure game have been lowered. 
- Doors opened by the thief’s key / master’s key are now color coded. The only exception is that the 
prison doors in Castle Persivor (opened by master’s key) are still gray. 
- Certain NPC dialogue in the present has changed to make it less ambiguous on who may want to 
go to Onyu. 
- The dialogue for Melody joining your party has changed.  
- Some tracks have been changed to create more musical consistency. 
- Messages for some states have been changed to be less ambigious. 
- The evasion parameter for all enemies has been lowered. 



- The trainer who offers up her Slime to breed with you has been moved from Yu’Tolio to Present 
Time Quevi.  
- It is easier to encounter the following monsters: Facetree, Grakos, Kingslime, Aiatar* and 
IceGiant*. Aiatar and IceGiant are only more common on the lowest level of the dungeon that they 
can be found. 
- The secondary drop of Facetree and Kingslime have changed. 
- A NPC has been added that mentions the optional treasure in Esrarch Tower. 
- The Dracky NPCs in the Wisdom Trial are now ghost NPCs that don’t move. 
- Any discrepancies involving the Monster Library have been fixed. 
- A new NPC that sells monster essences has been added to the Abandoned Caves in present Esrarch 
(This NPC sells a possible six genes to you and can be encountered infinite amount of times)  
- The music “Cardial in Crisis” no longer plays during battle for the Cardial Region at a certain 
point. 
- The portals that take you back to the entrance in the Lyndbaum Mountain Range are now colored 
green, whereas correct portals are color coded blue. The portal maze remains unchanged. 
- The “Safestep” spell now alerts you when it has worn off. 
- The Achievement “Mystic Talent” now only requires you to complete 8 trials instead of the 
possible 10. 
- The Achievement “I Cannot Live a Lie” is more lenient. You can now have one point in the wrong 
area respectively and still earn the achievement. 
- The NPC innkeeper that is interested in moving on Onyu now has dialogue to make it more 
obvious. 
- The following legendary monster accessories have changed in name: “Rosevine’s Grasp” -> “Rose 
Grip”, “Demon’s Volition” -> “Volivoir”, “The Eternal” -> “Agonizer”. 
- The game’s font “Press Start 2P” should automatically display without having to install the font. 
 
Resolved Issues: 
- The window for spells learned has been resized when you level up – making sure that no spell’s 
name is cut off. 
- A fix for missing Melody’s spells has been implemented. Now, she will have her full spell list 
regardless of what level perform the arcanist class change. 
- The lag on some machines in the escape scene for Mount Wyubori has been alleviated. (It is still 
possible that some lag exists though). 
- In the battle against Angsti, an additional check is performed to ensure Absolute Zero only goes off 
if the required conditions are met. 
- Torch light is now always centered on the screen. In the old version, various locations would cause 
the torch light to go off center. 



- Being able to solve the ice block puzzle in the Room of Rites in two steps has been fixed. 
- Door leading to great shrine doesn’t reset to being closed anymore. 
- The portal in Wyubori Volcano plays the intended shorter animation. 
- Hopefully all issues where the hero is called “Aldain” regardless of your name have been fixed. 
- It was impossible to clear the achievement “This is Yardrick (Past)!!!” if you cleared the present 
arena first. This has been fixed. 
- When crossing a certain area in the shrine, Aldain’s graphic would reset to default regardless of 
costume. This has been fixed.  
- Many NPCs incorrectly referred to the Phoenix as Pheonix.  
- Issues with final battle 1 and 3 as a result of failing the battle / the timing in which you killed 
certain bosses / and re-challenging the boss fight upon game completion have been fixed. The issues 
involved certain bosses being locked into a set attack phase and the final boss being harder than he 
should be if you cleared the game. 
- In the battle with Gripevine, his “burrowed” form caused him to be weaker. This has been 
corrected. 
- You can now sell to the weapons/armor vendors in Onyu (Present Time). 
- Various typos have been fixed. 
- It is no longer possible to fight Deathtrap and Killjoy Slime before clearing Quevi. 
 
 
KNOWN ISSUES: 
- Sometimes the “repel” spell will require to cast it a few times for it to actually work (it makes an 
error sound if it didn’t work and no MP was expended). 
- It is possible in certain conditions for repel to never wear off (unlikey to be found). If this happens, 
a statesand will remove the effect. 
- The “Safestep” wearing off message will sometimes display twice. 
 
**Unfortunately, the monster stat changes will not work in an old file. Even without their stat 
changes, monsters can be incredibly useful, especially due to the Monster Claw category of weapons. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



*If you are playing from an old version file:* 
 
Even though the level cap has raised to 60, your level will stay at 50. In addition, any skills learned 
from the new version will not be learned naturally as you level. 
 
However, you can still “level” past 50 and gain all the skills you missed! For files registered as old, 
several new NPC’s have been added in the Great Shrine. Head the where the saint’s plaque was 
located to find the ghosts of your past heroes. NOTE: Olian will only appear if you managed to 
recruit him. Also, when you clear the game, a monster ghost will appear that will grant an exclusive 
armor called monster mastery to replicate the effect of leveling from 50-60. 
 

 
 

Leveling Up: 
Each ghost will present you with a log item (Hero’s Log, Mage’s Log, Maiden’s Log, Cleric’s Log). 
When you use the item, it will perform a level check on how much experience is needed to reach 
level 51. When you hit the required experience, using the item will play the level up sound, display 
your stat changes and permanently increase your stats. The stat gains are exactly the same as if you 
had played the new version normally. Next time you use the item, it compares your EXP to level 52 
and continues all the way to level 60. Note: If you gained a lot of excess experience past 50 on your old 
file, you may/will need to use the item multiple times to gain all of your hard-earned level ups! 
 
Acquiring Missing Skills: 
Each ghost will present you with a skillset item (Hero’s Skillset, Mage’s Skillset, Maiden’s Skillset, 
and Cleric’s Skillset). Using the item will replace your old skills with the new ones (Maiden’s Skillset 
also works if your old file caused Melody to be missing some arcanist spells). The game won’t inform 
you of changes, so check the charts below to see when you should use the item (it has unlimited use).  



SKILL LIST (CHANGES ARE IN RED) 
Aldain Skills Chart: 

Skill Name: Level Learned: Description: 
Heal 3 Restore at least 30 HP to one ally. MP COST: 3 

Frizz 3 Deal small fire damage to one enemy. MP COST: 1 

Poof 6 10% chance to instantly kill an enemy. Does not work on bosses. MP COST: 4 

Enchant Fire 7 Cause physical attacks to be of the fire element (5 turns). MP Cost: 6 

Awaken 8 Rallying cry that cures all allies of sleep. MP COST: 5 

Enchant Ice 8 Cause physical attacks to be of the ice element (5 turns). MP Cost: 6 

Enchant Wind 10 Cause physical attacks to be of the wind element (5 turns). MP Cost: 6 

Enchant Earth 10 Cause physical attacks to be of the earth element (5 turns). MP Cost: 6 

Evac 11 Allows quick exit from dungeons. MP COST: 5 

Zoom 12 Can return to any previously visited present town. MP COST: 5 

Firewave 13 Deal moderate fire damage to all enemies with a chance to curse. MP COST: 12 

Enchant Bolt 14 Cause physical attacks to be of the thunder element (5 turns). MP Cost: 6 

Enchant Water 14 Cause physical attacks to be of the water element (5 turns). MP Cost: 6 

MidHeal 15 Restore at least 75 HP to one ally. MP COST: 8 

Teleport 15 Return to the great shrine, regardless of location. MP COST: 8 

Snooze 16 50% chance to inflict sleep on an enemy. MP COST: 3 

Taunt 20 Goad an enemy into attacking you. MP COST: 4 

Bang 21 Deal small magic damage to all enemies. MP COST: 6 

Divine Seal 24 Double the potency of the next 4 healing spells. MP COST: 12 

Zap 28 Deal medium lightning damage to one enemy. MP COST: 14 

Thordain 42 Deal massive thunder damage to all enemies. MP COST: 33 

Hero’s Courage 55 Reduce attack power by 25%, increase defense & evasion by 50%. MP COST: 40 

MP Break* Acquired Reduce an enemy’s MP by a substantial amount, varies by STR. MP COST: 1 

Bolt Acquired Deal small lightning damage to one enemy. MP COST: 1 

Fury 25* Deliver a slash to all foes. MP COST: 14 

Empower 25* Focus energy to increase all stats for a short time. MP COST: 13 

Aggravate Acquired Provoke an enemy into attacking you. Can be stacked. MP COST: 6 

Attunement Acquired Grant elemental resistance at the expense of defense. MP COST: 10 

Mysticism Acquired Recover HP and MP while guarding. MP COST: 0 

Bestow Acquired Transfer 40 MP to an ally and grant “restore”. MP COST: 30 

Enchant Fire II Acquired Cause physical attacks to be of the fire element for all (5 turns). MP Cost: 25 

Enchant Ice  II Acquired Cause physical attacks to be of the ice element for all (5 turns). MP Cost: 25 

Enchant Water II Acquired Cause physical attacks to be of the water element for all (5 turns). MP Cost: 25 

Enchant Bolt II Acquired Cause physical attacks to be of the thunder element for all (5 turns). MP Cost: 25 

Enchant Wind II Acquired Cause physical attacks to be of the wind element for all (5 turns). MP Cost: 25 

Enchant Earth II Acquired Cause physical attacks to be of the earth element for all (5 turns). MP Cost: 25 

Utsusemi Acquired Double agility and shed any status ailment. MP COST: 10 



Attack Stance Acquired Decrease defense by 25% but increase attack power by 25%.. MP COST: 10 

Thor’s Blade Acquired Deal extremely high physical and thunder damage to one foe. MP COST: 85 

*Learned in the Room of the Saints depending on your choices at the beginning of the game. 

 

Oruba Skills Chart: 

Skill Name: Level Learned: Description: 
Frizz 2 Deal small fire damage to one enemy. MP COST: 2 

Crack 3 Deal small ice damage to one enemy. MP COST: 2 

Sap 4 Reduce an enemy’s defense rating by 70%. MP COST: 5 

Sizz 6 Deal small fire damage to all enemies. MP COST: 5 

Evac 7 Allows quick exit from dungeons. MP COST: 5 

Zoom 9 Can return to any previously visited present town. MP COST: 5 

Bang 11 Deal small magic damage to all enemies. MP COST: 6 

Accelerate 12 Increase agility by 50%. MP COST: 4 

Rob Magic 12 Steal MP from an enemy and add it to your own. MP COST: 6 

Crackle 14 Deal medium ice damage to all enemies. MP COST: 8 

Drain Heart 16 Steal HP from an enemy and add it to your own. MP COST: 14 

Dilapidate 18 Reduce target’s INT but reduce yours as well. MP COST: 14 

Frizzle 20 Deal medium fire damage to one enemy. MP COST: 12 

Peep 21 Cause a Treasure Chest to flash if it is indeed a Mimic. MP COST: 4 

Safestep 21 Safely step over hazardous terrain for 3 minutes. MP COST: 4 

Boom 25 Deal medium magic damage to all enemies. MP COST: 13 

Enlighten 26 Increase the intelligence of all allies by 15%. Removes INT down. MP COST: 8 

Kasap 27 Reduce the defense rating of all enemies by 70%. MP COST: 10 

Kacrack 28 Deal medium ice damage to one enemy. MP COST: 18 

Drain Magic 29 Steal more MP from an enemy and add it to your own. MP COST: 30 

Kasizzle 32 Deal massive fire damage to all enemies. MP COST: 22 

Kacrackle 34 Deal massive ice damage to all enemies. MP COST: 24 

Kaboom 37 Deal massive magic damage to all enemies. MP COST: 30 

Soul Wave 40 Randomly deal high magic damage to foes. MP COST: 28 

Flare 47 Deal massive fire damage to one enemy. MP COST: 40 

Blizzard 47 Deal massive ice damage to one enemy. MP COST: 42 

Magician’s Fury 55 Deal massive dark/wind/earth damage to an enemy. MP COST: 60 

Blood Rite Acquired Sacrifice defenses in order to restore HP and grant regen. MP COST: 3 

Last Rite Acquired By ancient contract, improve your next spell’s power. MP COST: 25 

Mysticism Acquired Recover HP and MP while guarding. MP COST: 0 

Surge Acquired Increase INT by 100% and reduce MP Cost to 0 for 3 turns. MP COST: 100 

 



Melody Skills Chart: A “star(*)” by the name indicates that Melody only learns the ability if her class is set to 

Arcanist. 

Skill Name: Level Learned: Description: 
Slow 4 Reduce an enemy’s agility rating by 50%. MP COST: 4 

Accelerate 4 Increase agility by 50%. MP COST: 4 

Sap 5 Reduce an enemy’s defense rating by 70%. MP COST: 5 

Rob Magic 7 Steal MP from an enemy and add it to your own. MP COST: 6 

Fizzle 8 75% to prevent an enemy from casting magic spells. MP COST: 7 

Paralyze 10 70% to paralyze an enemy. MP COST: 6 

SlowAll 14 Reduce all enemy’s agility rating by 50%. MP COST: 8 

Acceleratle 17 Increase agility by 50% for all allies. MP COST: 9 

Buff* 18 Increase defense rating by 100%. MP COST: 7 

Arcanisma* 20 Double MP cost for single target spells to turn them into AoE. MP Cost: 15  

Drain Magic* 21 Steal more MP from an enemy and add it to your own. MP COST: 30 

Resist* 22 Generate a barrier that reduces magic damage by half. MP COST: 7 

Restore* 24 Bestow “restore” which recovers HP over time to an ally. MP COST: 6 

Dazzle* 25 Blind all enemies with a flash of light. MP COST: 

Pulse* 26 Reduce the INT of a foe – but only against “normal” foes. MP COST: 3 

Venom 28 Inflict poison on an enemy. MP COST: 10 

Decay* 29 Decrease the STR of both foe and user. MP COST: 24 

Kasap* 29 Reduce the defense rating of all enemies by 70%. MP COST: 10 

Oomph* 31 Increase attack power for one ally by 50%. MP COST: 12 

Swoosh* 35 Deal medium wind damage to all enemies. MP COST: 32 

Resistance* 36 Generate a barrier that reduces magic damage by half for all allies. MP COST: 18 

Kabuff* 37 Increase defense rating by 100% for all allies. MP COST: 18 

Malediction* 41 Attempt to inflict all status ailments on 3 random enemies. MP COST: 25 

Restoration* 42 Bestow “restore” which recovers HP over time to all allies. MP COST: 14 

Stateshift* 44 Remove negative stat augmenting afflictions from all. MP COST: 4 

Maiden’s Fury 55 Reduce defense to 0% and critical hit rate to 100%. MP COST: 30 

Resonance Acquired Reduce all stats for a foe – only works on “normal” foes. MP COST: 6 

Mysticism Acquired Recover HP and MP while guarding. MP COST: 0 

Arcane Benison* Acquired Grant resist, restore, buff, oomph and accelerate to all allies. MP COST: 45 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Olian Skills Chart:  

Skill Name: Level Learned: Description: 
Heal 1 Restore at least 30 HP to one ally. MP COST: 3 

MidHeal 1 Restore at least 30 HP to one ally. MP COST: 8 

HealUs 1 Restore at least 45 HP to all allies. MP COST: 10 

Squelch 1 Cure Poison from one ally. MP COST: 3 

Vision 1 Cure Blindness from one ally. MP COST: 4 

Awaken 1 Rallying cry that cures all allies of sleep. MP COST: 5 

Tingle 1 Cure Paralysis from one ally. MP COST: 5 

Vivify 1 Revive and restore HP to fallen comrade with 50% accuracy. MP COST: 15 

Repel 14 Prevent monster encounters for a set time. MP COST: 10 

Sublimation 17 Temporarily reduce defenses in order to restore MP. MP COST: 20 

Return Will 19 Cure Confusion from one ally. MP COST: 6  

Venom Ward 20 Prevent poison effects on an ally. MP COST: 2 

Detox 22 Cure Poison from all allies. MP COST: 10 

Sight Ward 23 Prevent blind effects on an ally. MP COST: 2 

Envision 23 Cure Blindness from all allies. MP COST: 10 

Runic Aura 24 Increase critical hit rate by 50% for an ally. MP COST: 12 

True Will 25 Cure Confusion from all allies. MP COST: 14 

HealUsMore 29 Restore at least 75 HP to all allies. MP COST: 22 

Numb Off 31 Remove paralysis from all allies. MP COST: 18 

Numb Ward 33 Prevent paralysis effects on an ally. MP COST: 2 

Revify 34 Revive and restore HP to fallen comrade with 100% accuracy. MP COST: 25 

FullHeal 35 Fully recover HP of one ally. MP COST: 25 

Purge 35 Rid one ally of all possible status effects. MP COST: 18 

Life 39 Revive all allies with an 80% success rate. MP COST: 30 

Kabuff 40 Increase defense rating by 100% for all allies. MP COST: 18 

HealUsMost 44 Restore at least 175 HP to all allies. MP COST: 22 

Resistance 44 Generate a barrier that reduces magic damage by half for all allies. MP COST: 18 

Cleric’s Reprieve  55 Remove status effects from all allies and grant resistance to all ailments. MP 
COST: 48 

Mysticism Acquired Recover HP and MP while guarding. MP COST: 0 

Runic Ward Acquired Prevent paralysis and silence on self and increase INT by 10%. MP COST: 12 

Runic Aurora Acquired Deliver extreme holy damage to all foes. MP COST: 55 

 

 

 


